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HOBOES TO HOLD IMPORTANT MEET TONIGHT

BY JANE WHITAKER
Perhaps you haven't read much

about it in the papers, but there will

W House tonieht. The International
Brotherhood Welfare Ass'n the ho-

boes will discuss the problem of the
unemployed, and its solution.

The meeting is very important for
two reasons. First, because there is

no more vital problem today than
this of the unemployed, and, second,
because the men who will discuss it
are the men who are familiar with its
every phase.

They will not need to twist mean-
ingless epigrams, they will not need
to indulge in verbose .metaphors or
inane platitudes they know where-
of they speak and the subject is so
full of red blood, the red 'blood of
men who are the victims of economic
injustice, that it needs no fancy word
painting, it needs no padding of
speech.

The unemployed you pass them
on the street every day. Men who
are standing, very often, outside of
the restaurants looking longingly in,
with their hands in their-empt- pock-
ets and a hopeless, dejected expres-
sion gaunt faces.

If you E&ye never been hungry, you
'cannot understand, though you. may
notice.?.. But the 'boes" Save been
hungry, each and every one of (hem,
at some time or 'another. They have
known just what it means to inhale
the wanp, sweet smell of t

freshly-bake- d

bread as they passed-a- . baker's
shop, and not have even the price
of one bunjithey'know what it means
to have the nostrils expand to that
hunger-stimulati- odor of a broil-
ing steak that becomes an aroma
while it floats from a restaurant that
one cannot enter because one-hasi-

the price of a meal.
' They know what it is.to tramp mile.
after.mile searching'for work, until J

..'..&'. J

the legs ache and the arms are like
leaden weights, and every step makes
the blistered feet feel as though they
were pressing sword points instead
of pavements. Theyknow what it is
to have no place to sleep when the
night comes hecause they haven't the
pride of even a "flop," a place oh a
hard floor on which to stretch.

They know what it is to have shab-
by clothes appraised by heartless
"bosses." They know what it is to
ask for employment and to be an-
swered with contempt. They have
experienced the lessening of courtesy
with each indication of added pov-
erty, from the "Sorry, but we haven't
anything today," to the'Get out of
here, you bum," that greets the man
who is clear down and out.

They know what it is to go from
town to town, to spend their sum-
mers working in the harvest fields
and to seek the cities in the winter,
willing to take any kind of work that
offers under any conditions that may
prevail, and while in many of their
hearts there burns an Indignation
against the unfairness of life that
gives to the 5 per cent every good
thing and to the 95 per cent often
not even a chance to live, they also
have that wonderful sense of brother-
hood with the man who is in trouble,
and can extend the hand of under-
standing.

That is why they have pledged
themselves to find decent shelter for
the unemployed man or boy who en-
ters Chicago searching for work;
that Is why they are each contribut-
ing so much a month out of what
they have, that a place may be kept
open for the men who have no shel-
ter; that is why they will gather to-

gether tonight to discuss this prob-
lem of the unemployed and its solu-
tion.

And that is why the meeting to-
night is such a very important one,
though you may not have read of it

e papers.


